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The abundance of opinions on the Web is now becoming a critical source of information in a variety of application areas such
as business intelligence, market research and online shopping. Unfortunately, due to the rapid growth of online content, there
is no one source to obtain a comprehensive set of opinions about a specific entity or a topic, making access to such content
severely limited. While previous works have been focused on mining and summarizing online opinions, there is limited work
on exploring the automatic collection of online opinions. In this paper, we propose a lightweight and unsupervised approach
to collecting opinions namely reviews on the web for arbitrary entities. We leverage existing web search engines and use a
novel information network called the FetchGraph to efficiently obtain review pages for entities of interest. Our experiments
in three different domains show that our method is more effective than plain search engine results and we are able to collect
entity specific review pages efficiently with reasonable accuracy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the surge of Big Data capabilities, the abundance of opinions expressed by experts and ordinary
users on the Web is now becoming vital to a wide range of applications. For example, market
research tools may use opinions to determine if a product is worth developing or marketing. Business
intelligence applications may use online opinions to understand what users like or dislike about a
recently launched product. Another important usage is with online shopping sites where these sites
can utilize existing opinions on the web to help users make purchase decisions. While there is a
clear need for a large number of opinions about a topic or entity (e.g. person, product or business),
access to such content is very limited as opinions are often scattered around the web and the web
is inherently dynamic. Consider the task of collecting opinions about the iPhone 5; one can find
related opinions on well known e-commerce sites such as Amazon.com and BestBuy.com within
popular review sites such as CNET.com and Epinions.com and on less mainstream sites such as
Techradar.com and personal blog sites. It is clear that there is no central repository to obtain all the
opinions about an entity or topic. Moreover, the set of sites that contain reviews about one entity may
not contain reviews about another similar entity. This makes the task of developing computational
techniques for collecting online opinions at a large scale a new and interesting research challenge
with a pressing need.
Online opinions are typically present in user generated reviews, personal and professional blog
sites, forums, tweets, Facebook status updates and more. In this paper, we focus primarily on
user reviews as reviews alone make up a big portion of online opinions. For example, user gen-
erated reviews can be found in most e-commerce applications (e.g. Amazon.com, Walmart.com
and eBay.com), specialized user review websites (e.g. Yelp.com), vertical search engines (e.g. Ho-
tels.com) and online directories (e.g. Yellowpages.com). Thus, a comprehensive set of user reviews
alone would be highly valuable to many opinion dependent applications.
Intuitively, the simplest way to collect online reviews, is simply to crawl the entire web and then
identify opinion containing pages on entities of interest. While in theory this method seems feasible,
in practice it is actually intractable as (1) visiting and downloading all pages on the web would be
very time consuming and places high demands on network and storage resources and (2) it would
become very expensive to perform relevance classification on each page from the web. Thus, a more
reasonable method to solving this problem would be to use a focused crawling strategy.
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Existing focused crawlers [Novak 2004] which are pre-dominantly supervised, are designed to
crawl a comprehensive set of documents pertaining to a particular topic such as ‘War in Iraq’ and
‘Obamacare’. Thus, the type of page or document (e.g. review page, news page, blog article, etc.)
is not as important as the content of the page itself. Also, these focused crawlers are designed to
collect many pages for a handful of topics thus the use of a supervised crawler to determine page
relevance is reasonable. In contrast, the task of collecting review pages for a set of entities is slightly
different since the target is essentially a particular type of page (i.e. review page) related to a specific
type of entity (e.g. iPhone 5s) and the number of entities could span hundreds or thousands. Thus,
a purely supervised approach would demand large amounts of training examples (for each entity)
making existing focused crawlers not practical for the task of entity specific review collection.
With this, we propose OpinoFetch, a practical unsupervised framework for collecting online
reviews for arbitrary entities. Our key idea is to first obtain an initial set of candidate review pages
for a given entity using an existing Web search engine. We then expand this list by exploring links
around the neighborhood of the search results. We model all the collected pages and the relationship
between the pages and entities, pages and sites, etc using a novel information network called the
FetchGraph. This network serves as a data structure to help with efficient lookup of various statistics
for relevance scoring and supports application specific querying and filtering of pages.
Compared to all previous work, the main advantage of our approach is that it is unsupervised
and assumes no domain knowledge and thus can work across any domain (e.g. hotels, cars, doctors,
etc.). This is to provide a very general and practical approach to finding online opinions which is
immediately usable in practice. Evaluation results in three different domains (i.e. attractions, hotels
and electronics) show that our approach to finding entity specific review pages far exceeds Google
search and we are able to find such review pages with reasonable efficiency and accuracy. The
demo version of this software (including evaluation dataset) will be available upon publication. In
summary, the contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) We propose a highly practical, unsupervised framework for discovering review pages of arbi-
trary entities leveraging existing Web search engines.
(2) We introduce FetchGraph, a novel information network for intuitive representation of complex
crawl information and efficient lookup of key statistics.
(3) We create the first test set for evaluating this review page collection problem.
(4) We evaluate the proposed methods in three domains and show that our approach is capable of
finding entity specific review pages efficiently with reasonable accuracy.
2. RELATED WORK
While much research has been done on mining and summarizing existing opinions [Ganesan et al.
2010, 2012; Lerman et al. 2009; Lu et al. 2009; Pang et al. 2002; Snyder and Barzilay 2007], there
is limited work on automatically collecting a comprehensive set of opinions. Any form of opinion
analysis is currently performed on a small portion of opinion containing documents. The problem
with relying on opinions from just one or two sources is data sparseness and source related bias
which could result in inaccuracies in information presented to the end user. It is thus crucial to have
an automatic method to collect a large number of opinions from a variety of sources.
The concept of focused crawling was introduced by Chakrabarti et. al. [Chakrabarti et al. 1999]
where the goal is to download only web pages that are relevant to a query or set of topics. Rather
than collecting and indexing all accessible web documents, a focused crawler analyzes its crawl
boundary to find the URLs that are likely to be most relevant for the crawl, and avoids irrelevant
regions of the web. While early focused crawling methods were based on simple heuristics [De Bra
et al. 1994; Hersovici et al. 1998], most topical crawlers in literature are predominantly supervised
machine learning based methods [Chakrabarti et al. 2002, 1999; Chen et al. 1998; Diligenti et al.
2000; Johnson et al. 2003; McCallum et al. 1999]. There are some key commonalities amongst
these topical crawlers. First, topical crawlers are primarily interested in the relevance of a page to
a topic. While initially topical relevance was determined using simple heuristics, topical crawlers
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generally rely on classifiers that require labeled examples. Next, in most topical crawlers, URLs on
pages considered ‘relevant’ are prioritized for further crawling.
While conceptually our task is similar to a traditional topical crawling task, there are some key
differences that makes our task unique. In traditional topical crawling, relevance has mostly to do
with how relevant a page is to the topic of interest regardless of the type of page. In our task however,
the goal is to collect review pages for a specific set of entities (which could span hundreds), and thus
relevance is about (1) if a candidate page is a review page and (2) if a candidate page is relevant to
one of the target entities. Next, in order to collect reviews for arbitrary entities the approach should
be general enough to work across domains. Most topical crawlers however are domain dependent
as they are trained on data from the domain of interest.
Perhaps the work of Vural et. al [Vural et al. 2012] is closest to our work where the broad goal
is to discover opinion containing documents on the web. However, in their work there is no need
for an opinion containing page to be relevant to a specific topic or entity as long as the content
is subjective. The key idea used by Vural et. al is to prioritize discovered URLs based on their
predicted sentiment scores so that the crawl is focused towards subjective content. The crawl path
is similar to that of general web crawling (long crawl). We focus on a short crawl because we use
search engine results that are specific to the target entity. Thus, the results are already quite close
to what we need and the challenge is about finding relevant review pages around the neighborhood
of the search results efficiently and accurately to support review collection for a large number of
entities. In summary, none of the previous methods was designed to solve our problem, and none of
them can crawl reviews about arbitrary entities efficiently.
3. A GENERAL UNSUPERVISED FRAMEWORK FOR REVIEW PAGE COLLECTION
Given a set of entities,E = {e1, ..., en}, from a domain,D, the goal of our task is to find a complete
set of online review pages denoted asRi = {ri1, ..., rin}, whereRi contains a set of relevant review
pages about ei. Entities refer to objects on which reviews are expressed. This can be businesses such
as hotels and restaurants, people such as politicians and doctors and products such as smart phones
and tablet computers. The domain is a broad category and the granularity of the domain (e.g. smart
phones vs. all mobile devices) depends on the application need. Review pages are pages containing
user composed opinions about a target entity. This includes user generated reviews (e.g. as found in
Amazon.com) and expert reviews (e.g. as found in CNET.com).
Our problem set-up allows for flexible adjustment of entities of interest according to the appli-
cation needs and with this, the proposed framework would mainly focus on finding opinions about
these target entities. This is to support a typical application scenario where a large number of reviews
is needed for a specific set of entities (e.g. all hotels in the United States).
There are several challenges to solving this special task of review page collection for large number
of arbitrary entities. The first challenge is finding review pages that match up to the entities of
interest which can be from different domains. Typically, such a problem is solved using a supervised
approach which would demand large amounts of training data. However, this is not practical as
training data would be needed for each target entity and the list of entities can vary and can get quite
large depending on the application.
The second problem is that there is no easy method for obtaining starting points for the crawl.
Unlike commonly crawled domains such as news and blog domains where published RSS feeds are
easily obtainable for use as starting points, obtaining an initial set of seed pages for review page
collection is not as easy. If we used links from one specific review site as seeds, aside from being
able to crawl all reviews from that site, there is no guarantee that this would take the crawler to
other review sites. We also cannot rely only on a fixed set of sites to obtain entity specific reviews
because review containing sites are often incomplete. If one site has reviews for entity A this does
not guarantee reviews for entity B even if they are closely related (e.g. reviews on iPhone 4s and
iPhone 5).
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Fig. 1: Example search results from Google for the query Vagabond Inn USC Los Angeles reviews. Only two
pointers are to actual review pages.
To address these challenges, we propose a very general unsupervised review page collection
framework capable of collecting review pages for arbitrary entities, by leveraging an existing Web
search engine. The framework consists of the following steps:
Step 1. Obtaining an initial set of Candidate Review Pages (CRP): Given an entity ek, we obtain
an initial set of Candidate Review Pages (CRP) using a general Web search engine. This is used in
conjunction with an entity query, a special query requesting review pages related to the target entity.
σsearch controls the number of search results.
Step 2. Expanding the CRP list: We then expand the CRP list by exploring links around the
neighborhood of each initial CRP, building a larger and more complete list of potential review
pages. σdepth controls how far into the neighborhood the exploration should happen. Intuitively, the
more pages we explore, the more chances of recovering relevant review pages.
Step 3. Collecting entity related review pages: Next, all the pages in the expanded CRP list along
with the initial CRPs are scored based on (1) entity relevance and (2) review page relevance. Both
these scores are used to eliminate irrelevant pages from the CRP list retaining a set of relevant
review pages for each ek ∈ ED. We will now expand on the details of each of these steps.
3.1. Obtaining Initial Candidate Review Pages
Since most content on the web are indexed by modern web search engines such as Google and Bing,
review pages of all sorts of entities would also be part of this index. Also, modern search engines are
very effective at finding pages about entities. Capitalizing on this fact, we can leverage web search
engines to find the initial CRPs. We can do this by using information about the entity as the query
(e.g. entity name + address or entity name + brand) along with biasing keywords such as reviews
or product reviews. This is called the entity query. For example, the entity query for reviews of a
hotel in Los Angeles would be similar to: Vagabond Inn USC Los Angeles reviews. The hope is that
the results of such a query would consist of pointers to review pages about the target entity or have
relevant review pages somewhere in the neighborhood.
We can thus treat the results of the search engine as an entry point to collecting a more complete
and accurate set of pointers to entity related review pages. There are several advantages of doing
this. First, search engines can help discover entity specific review sites as different sites would hold
reviews for different subsets of entities even within the same domain. As an example, when we
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compare the search results for the query iPhone 3g reviews and iPhone 4 reviews on Google, we
will find that there are sites that contain reviews for one of these products but not the other and
vice versa. Next, since web search engines are effective in finding pages about entities, the task of
matching reviews to an entity is already partially done by the search engine.
Since we use different search results for different entities, our task is more of a hyper-focused
data collection task, as the search results are already quite ‘close’ to the relevant content. This is
unlike traditional topical crawling where search results are used as a very general starting point of
a long crawl. One may argue that the results of search engines alone are sufficient in finding entity
related reviews. While some of the search engine returned pointers are valid links to review pages,
there are many pointers that are not. In Figure 1 we show snapshot of results from Google for the
query Vagabond Inn USC Los Angeles reviews. From this, we can see that only two out of five items
point to valid review pages. The second item is pointer to the hotel’s homepage. The third and fifth
items point to sites that contain reviews about the hotel, but the link is to the main entity page rather
than the actual review page. To address these problems, we propose to expand the CRP list.
3.2. Expanding CRP List
While it is possible to expand all URLs in a page for further exploration, this is a waste of resources
as some URLs are known to be completely irrelevant (e.g. ‘contact us’ page and ‘help’ page). We
propose a simple and effective URL prioritization strategy that attempts to bias the crawl path to-
wards entity related pages. To achieve this, we measure the average cosine distance between (1)
terms within the anchor text and the entity query and (2) URL tokens (delimited using special char-
acters) and the entity query. Thus, the more the anchor text or URL resemble the entity query, the
more likely that this page is relevant to the target entity. In each page, we can use the top N scoring
links for further exploration until the chosen depth (σdepth) is reached. N here can be a constant or
a percentage of links. While more sophisticated strategies are possible, optimizing this step is not
the focus of our work, we thus leave this as a future work.
3.3. Collecting Entity Related Review Pages
During the course of expanding the CRP list, we would naturally encounter many irrelevant pages
to get to relevant ones. We thus need a method to eliminate the irrelevant pages. A page can thus be
scored in terms of (a) review page relevance denoted by Srev(pi) and (b) entity relevance denoted by
Sent(pi, ek)where pi is a page in the crawled set and ek is the entity for which pi appeared as a CRP.
With this, to determine if a page pi is relevant to an entity ek, we need to check if Srev(pi) > σrev
and Sent(pi, ek) > σent where σent and σrev are two thresholds that range from [0 − 1]. While
it may be possible to combine scoring of (a) and (b) into a single scoring approach, separating the
scores provides more control on how each aspect is scored. Moreover, we may choose to give higher
priority to one aspect than the other.
The proposed framework does not put any restriction on how to define the Srev(pi) and
Sent(pi, ek) scores. Below we present a reasonable instantiation that we evaluate in our experi-
ments. Since we would like to do everything in an unsupervised way, these scoring functions are
defined in a heuristic way.
3.3.1. Review Page Relevance. To determine if a page is a review page, we define a scoring
function that utilizes a review vocabulary. Based on our observation that most review pages have
similarities to a certain degree both in terms of structure and usage of words, we construct a review
vocabulary consisting of the most common review page indicating words. For this, we manually
obtained 50 different review pages from 25 distinct web sources covering a wide range of domains
such as electronics, software tools, doctors, hotels and others. We discarded all common stop words
from those pages and rank each remaining term t in the combined vocabulary of the 50 review
pages, denoted as R as follows:
Rank(t, R) = SiteFreq(t, R) ∗AvgTF (t, R)
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AvgTF (t, R) = 1n
n∑
i
c(t,ri)
MaxTFri
where SiteFreq(t, R) corresponds to how many web sources the term t occurred in and
AvgTF (t, R) is the sum of normalized term frequencies of a term t across all review documents
that contain t. n is the total number of review documents containing t. With this, the more popular a
term is across sources and the higher its average term frequency, the higher the rank this term would
have. This helps review page specific terms to emerge rather than domain specific words. Example
of terms from our review vocabulary are as follows: review, helpful, services, rating, thank, recom-
mend. The top 100 terms and their corresponding weights that is the AvgTF (t, R) are included in
the final review vocabulary.
To actually score a page for review relevance using the review vocabulary, we use the following:
Srev(pi) =
∑
t∈V
log2{c(t, pi)} ∗ wt(t)
normalizer
where t is a term from the defined review vocabulary, V and c(t, pi) is the frequency of t in pi
and wt(t) is the importance weighting given to term t. If we used only raw term frequencies, this
may artificially boost the Srev(pi) score even if only one of the terms in V was matched. Thus, we
use log to scale down the frequencies. wt(t) is important because it tells the scoring function which
terms are better indicators of a review page. For example, terms like review and rating are better
indicators than terms like date. Intuitively, a review page would have many of the terms in V with
reasonably high term frequencies.
Since, we perform a sum of weights over all terms in V , the Srev(pi) value can become quite
large for highly dense review pages and this would make it difficult to set thresholds. To overcome
this problem the Srev(pi) is normalized with a normalizer. We evaluate the following normalizers:
SiteMax Normalizer: If a particular site is densely populated with reviews, then many of the review
pages within this site would have high review relevance scores. Similarly, if a site contains limited
reviews, then its likely that many of the review pages would have low review relevance scores. Thus,
if we normalize the raw Srev(pi) using the maximum Srev(pi) score from the site that it originates
from, the score of a true review page would always be high regardless of density of the review site.
EntityMax Normalizer: In many cases if an entity is highly popular, the user reviews on that entity
would accordingly be abundant. Similarly, if an entity is not so popular, then the amount of reviews
on that entity would also be limited. This is usually true across websites. For example, reviews
on the iPhone is abundant regardless of the review containing site. By using the maximum review
page relevance score of all pages related to a particular entity as a normalizer, a review page of an
unpopular entity would still receive a high score because the maximum Srev(pi) score would not
be very high.
GlobalMax Normalizer: When there is a limited number of collected pages for a given entity (e.g.
uncommon entities such as a particular doctor) the EntityMax normalizer could become unreliable.
Also, when there is only one page collected from a particular site (e.g. a blog page), the Srev(pi)
score using the SiteMax normalizer would be artificially high as it is normalized against itself.
To help with cases where the EntityMax or SiteMax normalizers are unreliable, we can use the
maximum Srev(pi) score based on all collected pages.
3.3.2. Entity Relevance Scoring. Even though a page pi may be a review page, it may not be rele-
vant to an entity ek. To eliminate such irrelevant pages, we need an entity relevance score measuring
how relevant pi is to ek. Since most review pages have URLs that contain the name of the entity
being reviewed, we define the relevance score as the similarity between the entity query and the
URL of the candidate review page.
To measure similarity we use Jaccard which is defined as the size of the intersection divided
by the size of the union of sample sets. The Jaccard measure is ideal because we are measuring
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similarity of tokens between two pieces short texts. Also, since the Jaccard similarity score ranges
from [0−1] this makes it easy to set the σent cutoff. With this, the entity relevance of a page pi with
entity ek, Sent(pi, ek) is defined as follows:
Sent(pi, ek) =
TURL ∩ TEQ
TURL ∪ TEQ
where TURL is a set containing all the URL tokens (tokenized by special characters) and TEQ is a
set containing all the terms within the entity query.
4. IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES
In the previous section, we outlined a very general approach with a reasonable instantiation to
finding entity related review pages in an unsupervised manner. While the specific ideas proposed
can be implemented in a multitude of different ways, our goal is to make the approach usable in
practice. With heavy usage of network bandwidth and page parsing and processing, often times
crawlers can become extremely inefficient and would not work for the desired number of entities.
We thus define two key aspects of usability in practice: (1) Efficiency of the algorithm and (2)
Access to crawl information.
1. Efficiency: To allow review page collection for a large number of entities, the data collection
task should be efficient enough to terminate in a reasonable amount of time with reasonable accu-
racy without overusing resources. Efficiency is usually affected by the inability to store and lookup
important information (e.g. key statistics) quickly. This usually stems from lack of a proper data
structure and is thus important to manage crawl information such that it is easy to store and access
various statistics and related information.
2. Access to crawl information: A client application will benefit greatly if the framework can
provide access to information beyond the basic crawled pages. In standard crawling tasks, once the
crawler is done crawling, the collected pages and sometimes the WebGraph are the only information
available to the client application. Consider a query such as get review pages from top 10 popular
sites for entity X. Such a query is difficult to answer with a database or a WebGraph as none of these
can model complex relationships.
We now present a novel data structure called the FetchGraph which can address the challenges
mentioned in this Section.
5. FETCHGRAPH: A NOVEL INFORMATION NETWORK FOR REVIEW CRAWLING
We propose a new general data structure called the FetchGraph, an information network that can
model relationships between different components of a data collection problem. Figure 2 shows an
example of a FetchGraph for the problem of collecting review pages for a single entity, iPhone 5.
Note that this is a partially complete graph used as an example. The first thing we would notice
from Figure 2 is that the FetchGraph provides an intuitive view of the entire data collection problem
as it models the complex relationships between the different components (e.g. entities, pages, sites,
terms). Each component is represented by a simple node in the graph and relationships are modeled
using edges. This rich information network has several interesting properties that helps provide a
balance between efficiency and accuracy and supports application related querying:
One simple data structure to access various statistics. The FetchGraph provides fast access to
all sorts of statistics. For example, based on Figure 2, we can see that in order to obtain the term
frequency of a word in a given page, we would follow the path of looking for a specific page node→
content node→ term node which would give the frequency, without the need to repeatedly compute
term frequencies for a given page or needing to maintain a separate data structure just to track page
related term frequencies.
Provides access to global statistics. Since the FetchGraph keeps track of different components over
the course of collecting review pages for many entities, we have access to global statistics.
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Fig. 2: Example FetchGraph for a single entity - iPhone 5. Dashed edges indicate compound edges. Gray
nodes indicate logical (conceptual) nodes. Term nodes represent terms in the combined vocabulary of the data
collection task (e.g. page content and URL tokens).
Models complex relationships which can be persisted. As the FetchGraph is able to model com-
plex relationships between different components in the data collection problem, the client appli-
cation can leverage this information network to answer all sorts of interesting questions. This is
because once the graph has been constructed it can be persisted and accessed at a later time for use
by any client application. For example, for a given entity (e.g. iPhone 5s), the client application may
only want to consider review pages from the top 10 most densely populated review sites. We can
easily short list such pages by considering only sites with the highest cumulative Srev(pi) scores,
easily computed using the FetchGraph.
5.1. Components of the FetchGraph
Typically, in a focused web page collection problem we would have a set of web pages where each
of these pages originate from a specific site. Each web page is related to a specific topic or entity and
at the very core, the web pages and its URL are made up of a set of terms. With this, we define 5 core
node types of the FetchGraph: (1) entity nodes, (2) page nodes, (3) term nodes (4) site nodes and (5)
logical nodes. In addition we also have two application specific logical nodes: (6) OpinVocab node
and (7) query node.
In formal terms, we denote entity nodes as ED = {ei}ni=1 where D represents a domain type,
page nodes as P = {pi}ki=1, term nodes as T = {ti}zi=1, site nodes as S = {si}mi=1 and logical
nodes as LX , whereX represents the type of logical node. Figure 2 graphically illustrates how these
nodes are connected.
A logical node is a conceptual node encapsulating a sub-component, a concept or a cluster of
information. With this node, we can easily add semantics to the FetchGraph. The OpinVocab node,
LOpinV ocab is a logical node that encapsulates all terms in the review vocabulary (as constructed
in Section 3.3.1). LOpinV ocab would thus have edges to all relevant term nodes with edges holding
the weight contribution of each term in the vocabulary. The query node, LQueryek is a logical node
encapsulating the entity query for each entity ek. To model the contents of an entity query, there is
an edge from Lqueryek to all relevant term nodes. A page is made up of several sub-components
(e.g. URL, title, contents). LURLpi represents the URL node and LContentpi represents the content
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node. Both these logical nodes link to term nodes to model term composition. As we will see later,
all of these logical nodes are actually used in relevance scoring.
6. EFFICIENT REVIEW CRAWLING WITH FETCHGRAPH
In this Section we will discuss how we use the FetchGraph for the review page collection task. The
key steps in our instantiation of the framework include (1) finding initial CRPs, (2) expanding the
CRP List, (3) Growing the FetchGraph and (4) Pruning the FetchGraph to eliminate irrelevant pages.
The first two steps are independent of the FetchGraph and are explained in Section 3. The main
challenge in using the FetchGraph is how to grow the FetchGraph to include pages and establish
relationships and how to compute relevance scores (to prune irrelevant pages) with respect to the
FetchGraph. We will now focus on elaborating these two steps.
6.1. Growing the FetchGraph
Algorithm 1 outlines the construction of the FetchGraph for review page collection. We start with
the set of CRPs collected for a given entity ek. For any incoming page, we check if the page already
exists in the graph (based on page URL). If a page is an existing page, then only the ownership of
the page to entity ek is established. Entity ownership is revised if the Sent(pi, ek) score is larger for
the current entity than the existing one (line 3-5).
Algorithm 1 GrowFetchGraph(CRPListek , ek, G)
1: for CRP ∈ CRPListek do
2: pi ← GetPageNode(CRP,G)
3: if pageExists(pi, G) then
4: SENT (pi, ek) = ComputeEntityRel(pi, ek)
5: UpdateEntityOwnership(pi, ek, SENT (pi, ek))
6: else
7: if NOT isNearDuplicatePage(pi, G) then
8: AddNode(pi, LURLpi )
9: AddNode(pi, LContentpi )
10: AddEdge(LURLpi → T ) . URL tokens is made up of terms
11: AddEdge(LContentpi → T ) . content is made up of terms
12: Srev(pi) = ScoreRevRel(pi) . review page relevance
13: Sent(pi, ek) = ScoreEntRel(pi, ek) . entity relevance
14: AddEdge(ek → pi) . an entity owns the page
15: AddEdge(pi → sk) . page is part of a site
16: else
17: AddToDuplicateList(pi, G)
18: end if
19: end if
20: end for
If a page does not already exist in the graph, a check is done to see if the page is a near duplicate
page to an existing page (line 7). This usually happens when there are multiple URLs linking to the
same page. If a page is a near duplicate, then this page is added to the duplicate list of the existing
page (line 17). Otherwise, a new node pi, representing this new page is created. We will not discuss
how near duplicates are detected since this is not the focus of our work and we also turn this feature
‘off’ during evaluation. Next, the page related logical nodes described in the previous section are
created. These nodes are added to the parent page, pi (line 8-9). Then, these logical nodes are linked
to relevant term nodes based on the textual content within these components. For each component,
there will be one edge for each unique term and the term frequencies are maintained at the edge
level (line 10-11).
Once a page is added to the FetchGraph, the next step is to score the new page in terms of review
page relevance, Srev(pi) and entity relevance, Sent(pi, ek) (line 12-13). Note that for Srev(pi), only
the unnormalized scores are initially computed.
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After scores have been computed, other relationships in the FetchGraph are established. An edge
from the entity node to the page node is added to indicate entity ownership (line 14). Entity owner-
ship of a page depends on which entity the page appeared as a CRP. We also link the page with the
site that it originates from (line 15).
Once all CRPs for all entities have been added to the FetchGraph, the review page relevance
score, Srev(pi) is normalized using dependency information from the graph. Then the graph is
pruned based on the Srev(pi) and Sent(pi, ek) relevance scores . This leaves us with a set of high
confidence relevant review pages. Although pruning here is done at the very end, it can also be
performed periodically as the graph grows.
6.2. Computing Srev(pi) using FetchGraph
In Section 3.3.1 we presented our proposed method for scoring a page in terms of review page rele-
vance using a review vocabulary and several normalization strategies. This vocabulary is modeled in
the FetchGraph as described earlier where the terms and their contributing weights are encapsulated
by LOpinV ocab.
Without the FetchGraph, to compute term frequencies we can use an in memory table. For this,
we would first need to parse the page to obtain textual contents of the page and then term frequencies
can be maintained using a table with a unique term as the key and frequencies as the entry. Assuming
no database is maintained, to normalize the raw scores we further need to compute statistics such as
the maximum term frequencies for all entity related pages (EntityMax normalization) which would
require access to more pages and term frequencies of those pages. While parsing and computing
these statistics just once may not seem too expensive, we need repeated access to some of this
information (e.g. to compute normalizers) and repeated computation of the same information is a
waste of time and resources. One may argue that we can keep track of all pages along with all sorts
of statistics with just an in memory table. While this is feasible for a few pages, for large number of
pages and entities, this would quickly become unmanageable and memory intensive. One possibility
is to maintain an inverted index for each page collected. However, inverted indexes can only provide
access to limited statistics. With the FetchGraph however, a page is loaded into memory once for
construction of the FetchGraph. After that, page related term frequencies can be directly accessed
from edges linking to relevant term nodes.
Formally, given a page node pi, its content node, LContentpi and the OpinVocab node
LOpinV ocab, let Tc be all term nodes connected to Lcontentpi and let Tov be all term nodes con-
nected to LOpinV ocab. For simplicity we refer to Lcontentpi and LOpinV ocab as Lc and Lov . With
this, the unnormalized Srev(pi) score with respect to the FetchGraph is computed as follows:
Srev(pi) =
∑
t∈Tc∩Tov
log2[wt(Lc → t)] ∗ wt(Lov → t)
where Lc → t and Lov → t refer to the connecting edges from Lc to t and Lov to t.
To normalize the raw Srev(pi) scores, we have several options as proposed in Section 3.3.1.
Given P as all pages in the FetchGraph, let Pek be all pages connected entity node ek and let Ps be
all pages from a particular site s. With this the normalized scores are defined as follows:
GlobalMax : SrevGM (pi) =
Srev(pi)
max
p∈P
(Srev(p))
EntityMax : SrevEM (pi) =
Srev(pi)
max
p∈Pek
(Srev(p))
SiteMax :SrevSM (pi) =
Srev(pi)
max
p∈Ps
(Srev(p))
SiteMax + GlobalMax: SrevSM+G(pi) = 0.5 ∗ SrevSM (pi) + 0.5 ∗ SrevGM (pi)
EntityMax + GlobalMax: SrevEM+G(pi) = 0.5 ∗ SrevEM (pi) + 0.5 ∗ SrevGM (pi)
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The subscripts GM, EM and SM represent GlobalMax, EntityMax and SiteMax normalization re-
spectively.
6.3. Computing Sent(pi, ek) using FetchGraph
In Section 3.3.2, we propose to compute Sent(pi, ek) based on the similarity between the page
URL and entity query using Jaccard similarity. Since a given page can appear in the CRP list of
different entities, we will be computing the Sent(pi, ek) scores for the same page with different
entities. Therefore, there will be repeated access to URL terms. To manage the URL terms without
re-tokenizing it each time, we can maintain a table in memory with the URL of a page as the key
and the list of URL terms as the entries. While this approach will work very well for a small number
of pages, as the list of URL’s grow (as more and more pages are crawled), the table will become
huge as we maintain separate lists of tokens for each page and the terms can be repetitive across
lists. In the FetchGraph however, there are no duplicate terms as we maintain one unique node for
a given term. The terms within a URL is modeled using an edge to relevant term nodes. With this,
the growth of the graph is much more manageable (we show later that the FetchGraph’s growth is
linear to the number of pages).
Given an entity node ek and page node pi, where pi is connected to ek, the Sent(pi, ek) with
respect to the FetchGraph is computed as follows:
Sent(pi, ek) =
TURL ∩ TQ
TURL ∪ TQ
where TURL contains all term nodes connected to LURLpi (logical node representing the URL)
and TQ contains all term nodes connected to LQueryek (logical node representing the entity query).
7. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We evaluate our proposed OpinoFetch framework in terms of accuracy, give insights into efficiency
and provide examples of application related queries that the FetchGraph can answer. For this we use
three different domains - electronics, hotels and attractions where each of these domains is quite
different from one another.
Dataset and Queries. The electronics domain is highly popular with reviews in a variety of sources
ranging from personal blog sites to expert review sites. The hotels domain while not as popular as
electronics, has abundance of reviews on well known travel sites such as Hotels.com and Tripad-
visor. The attractions domain is least popular on the web and the available reviews in each source
is often incomplete. Even on big sites like Tripadvisor, the reviews in the attractions domain only
covers a small portion of all available attractions. In our dataset, we have a total of 14 entities for
which reviews are to be collected (5 hotels; 5 electronics; 4 attractions).
In finding the initial set of CRPs (details in Section 3.2), we use Google as the general Web search
engine. For the entity query issued to the search engine, we use a descriptive query consisting of
the entity name, address (if location specific) and the term reviews. Thus, for an attraction such as
Universal Studios in Florida the resulting query will be Universal Studios, Orlando Florida Reviews.
Throughout our evaluation, we primarily use the top 30 Google results for each entity query.
Evaluation Measures. As our task is more of a hyper-focused data collection task, the actual pages
that need to be collected are already close to the starting points. Thus, the difficulty is in finding the
actual relevant content around the vicinity of these starting points. With this, we focus on a short
range crawl rather than a long crawl. We show later that distant URLs yield in much lower gains in
recall. Topical crawlers are usually evaluated by harvest rate which is the ratio between number of
relevant and all of the pages retrieved [Chakrabarti et al. 1999; Novak 2004]. While it is interesting
to see shifts in precision over number of retrieved pages for a long crawl, this is not so interesting
for a short crawl where the number of pages crawled per entity is not very large. Thus, we measure
precision and recall after the FetchGraph has been pruned.
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Defining true recall for this task is extremely difficult as there is no mechanism to obtain all
relevant review pages about an entity from the web, nor is it easy to crawl the entire web and
identify review pages pertaining to the entities in our evaluation set. Given that most pages on
the web are indexed by well known search engines, we approximate recall by constructing a gold
standard judgment set that looks deeper into entity specific search results.
Specifically, to construct our gold standard judgments, for each entity query in our evaluation set,
instead of using the top 30 results, we explore the top 50 results and follow links up to a depth of 3
in order to build a link repository. We then ask human judges (through crowdsourcing) to judge if
a given URL points to a review page for the named entity. We had a total of 57,154 unique (entity
query + URL) pairs which called for 171,462 judgment tasks using 3 human judges for each task.
The majority voting scheme was used as the final judgment. To control the quality of the judgments,
we introduced 50 gold standard judgment questions where for every few judgment tasks presented
to the workers there will be a hidden gold standard question. If a worker misses too many of these
gold standard tasks, then the contribution of this worker will be excluded. Precision and recall for
an entity ek are computed as follows:
Prec(ek) =
#RelPages(ek)
#RetrievedPages(ek)
Recall(ek) =
#RelPages(ek)
#AllRelPages(ek)
While the constructed judgments can provide a good estimate of precision and recall, the actual
precision and recall is actually higher. This is because, first, there are many URLs with minor dif-
ferences that point to the same content. The precision and recall would be higher if we capture all of
these URLs even though in reality, capturing at least one is equally good. Also, as our judgment set
can include pages in other languages and it could be easy for a human to judge if some of the pages
in other languages contain reviews or not. Our framework will most likely prune pages that are
non-English and this further lowers precision and recall artificially. Eliminating duplicates for each
URL in this judgment set and filtering based on language would be expensive and is unnecessary
because ultimately what matters is the relative improvement in performance.
Baseline. Since there is no other relevant work that has explored the collection of entity specific
review pages, we do not have a similar competing method for comparison. We thus use Google
results as a baseline as these search results are deemed relevant to the entity query and are ‘close’
to the actual information need.
During evaluation, we turned off several extended features: We turned off the duplicate elimina-
tion module so we do not tie duplicate pages together; We place no restrictions on the type of URLs
followed as there could be many file types that can be potentially eliminated; We also do not force
crawling of English only content to enable future work in other languages.
8. RESULTS
Baseline (Google Search) vs. OpinoFetch. In Table I, we report performance comparison of
OpinoFetch, OpinoFetchUnnormalized and Google at different search result sizes. OpinoFetch uses
EntityMax+GlobalMax normalization of Srev(pi) and OpinoFetchUnnormalized does not use any
normalization. Both these runs are based on the best yielding F0.5 scores with σdepth = 1.
Based on Table I we see that the precision of Google search is low even though the number of
search results is not very large (between 10 - 50). If we just considered the top 10 search results
(where the precision is highest), on average, 7 out of 10 results do not link to relevant review
pages. This shows that most of the search results are not direct pointers to review pages or are
completely irrelevant to the entity query. Then, we can also see that with Google results there is
limited gain in terms of recall even with increasing number of search results. This goes to show
that there exists many more relevant pages in the vicinity of the search results then what the search
engine sees as relevant. One may argue that an entirely different query would improve these results.
However, general search engines like Bing and Google serve typical users who want results fast and
tend to use less descriptive queries than what was used in our evaluation. Therefore, we expect the
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Recall
# of search results 10 20 30 40 50
Google 0.083 0.030 0.041 0.051 0.058
OpinoFetch 0.017 0.136 0.179 0.209 0.236
OpinoFetchUnnormalized 0.069 0.111 0.142 0.161 0.184
Precision
Google 0.301 0.271 0.252 0.247 0.229
OpinoFetch 0.311 0.287 0.274 0.261 0.255
OpinoFetchUnnormalized 0.402 0.364 0.343 0.322 0.311
Table I: Performance at different search sizes. OpinoFetch & OpinoFetchUnnormalized are based on best F0.5
scores.
search results using our entity query to be more accurate compared to a non-descriptive query (e.g.
Universal Studios Reviews which shows mixed results between the one in Florida and Hollywood).
From Table I, we can also see that the performance of OpinoFetch (both the normalized and
unnormalized versions) is significantly better than Google search. The recall steadily improves when
more and more search results are used. This shows that there is a lot of relevant content around the
vicinity of the search results and our approach that looks for such relevant content is effective in
that we are able to identify a lot of these relevant review pages. As we pointed out in Section 7,
the actual recall and precision values would be higher if we discount redundancies and language
barriers.
Does normalizing Srev(pi) yield in better performance? In our paper, we have assumed that by
leveraging the dependencies in the FetchGraph, we can make more accurate review page relevance
predictions. Our review page relevance score, Srev(pi), uses dependencies in the FetchGraph to
obtain normalization scores. From Table I, we see that the use of normalization maintains higher
recall than without normalization. Observe that OpinoFetchUnnormalized prunes many more pages
than OpinoFetch (including many relevant pages), artificially increasing the precision, but the recall
is adversely affected. By using dependency information from the FetchGraph, we actually avoid
pruning pages that seem irrelevant with unnormalized scores but are actually relevant. This is why
OpinoFetch has better recall than OpinoFetchUnnormalized even though both have the highest F0.5
scores.
Best normalization method for computing Srev(pi). To determine the best normalization strategy
of Srev(pi), we look into the precision and F0.5 scores using different strategies across σrev ∈
{0.1, 0.3, 0.5}. We set σent = 0 to turn off pruning based on entity relevance and set σdepth = 1.
The results are summarized in Table II. First, notice that all normalizers improve precision of the
results and is especially clear for attractions domain. Next, we see that the methods that incorporate
EntityMax have higher levels of precision than the ones that incorporate SiteMax. This is reasonable,
because a popular site like Tripadvisor would cover entities from different domains (e.g. hotels and
attractions). Thus, the maximum the Srev(pi) score from such a site may be too high for sparsely
populated domains such as attractions resulting in unreliable normalized scores. This is why the
attractions domain has the lowest precision when we use the SiteMax normalizer.
EntityMax uses the maximum score of pages related to one entity and thus the score gets adjusted
according to entity popularity. Interestingly, EntityMax+GlobalMax performs slightly better than
EntityMax in terms of precision likely because we also use the global maximum which boosts the
scores of densely populated review pages and reduces the scores of sparsely populated ones.
How many levels to explore? By default, in our evaluation we use σdepth = 1. Now, we look into
how much improvement we see in terms of recall by following links at different σdepth levels. We
fix σsearch = 30 and compare gain in terms of recall at different search depths. The results are
shown in Figure 3. Notice that we gain the most in terms of recall by just analyzing links within the
search results (σdepth = 1) and as we follow links that are further away from the search results, the
gain in recall keeps dropping. While the search results itself may not be direct pointers to review
pages, there are actually many relevant review pages that are close to the search results and as these
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Hotels Attractions Electronics Average
P F0.5 P F0.5 P F0.5 P F0.5
EM + GM 0.356 0.218 0.346 0.152 0.378 0.316 0.351 0.229
SM + GM 0.261 0.226 0.201 0.156 0.338 0.318 0.264 0.234
EM 0.350 0.229 0.311 0.162 0.374 0.315 0.337 0.235
SM 0.238 0.222 0.161 0.145 0.325 0.317 0.240 0.228
No Pruning 0.218 0.220 0.115 0.124 0.294 0.302 0.209 0.215
Change in precision over no pruning
EM + GM +63.03% +200.28% +28.38% +97.23%
SM + GM +19.47% +74.31% +14.91% +36.23%
EM +60.34% +169.87% +26.94% +85.72%
SM +8.87% +39.56% +10.44% +19.62%
Table II: Avg. precision (P) and F0.5 across σrev ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.5}with different normalizers. EM=EntityMax;
SM=SiteMax; GM=GlobalMax
200%
400%
600% attractions
hotels
electronics
0%
1 2 3σdepth
Fig. 3: Gain in recall at different depths using OpinoFetch.
links are discovered, recall significantly improves. On the other hand, as the crawler digs deeper
and deeper, the relevance of the links followed to the target entity (i.e. entity query) declines and
therefore the gain in recall is also much lower. Thus, the best crawl depth is σdepth = 2 as crawling
further does not improve recall significantly.
Also notice that the attractions domain gains the most in terms of recall at every level. This is
because reviews in this domain are sparse and any additional links followed yields in more review
pages compared to just the search results which had very low precision and recall to start with.
Is one domain harder than another? Although collecting review pages is a fairly generic task for
all entities, the difficulty in collecting reviews in one domain can be quite different from another.
In our evaluation, we have observed that collecting reviews from the attractions domain was most
difficult with lowest precision and recall as shown in Figure 4. One reason for this is because we
have observed a lot more ambiguity in the attractions domain compared to the electronics or hotels
domain. For example, one of our entities in the attractions domain is Disneyland Park Anaheim
California. Based on our investigation, we noticed several other entities that carry a similar name.
Examples are review pages related to Space Mountain Disneyland Park (a fun ride) and Fairfield Inn
Anaheim Disneyland Park Resort (a hotel) all of which could yield in false positives. One potential
way to improve this is to determine the type of entity the page is related to (e.g.‘hotel’, ‘attraction’,
‘electronics’) and use that in the scoring. This is something we are exploring as part of our future
work.
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Fig. 4: Precision and recall of Google and OpinoFetch in different domains with σsearch = 30
8.1. Site Coverage
One could argue that it is possible to obtain reviews about all entities in a particular domain (e.g.
hotels, electronics, etc) just by crawling a few major opinion sites. However, based on our observa-
tion, even entities within the same domain can have a very different set of review sources and thus
just a handful of opinion sites would not cover all reviews about an entity. We would thus like to
show that OpinoFetch can reach out to long-tail reviews that we would not be able to obtain by just
crawling a few major opinion sites. We refer to this analysis as site coverage.
For the site coverage analysis, we run OpinoFetch (with a crawl depth of 2) using the top 100
search results from Google for 4 entities within the electronics domain. We then compile a list
of sites for URLs deemed relevant by OpinoFetch for each of the 4 entities. In creating the re-
view site list, we eliminate all redundancies and normalize international sites and sub-domains (e.g.
asia.cnet.com, reviews.cnet.com and www.cnet.com would be converted into cnet.com). With this,
we have a unique list of review sites for each entity. Given this list, we categorize all sites that
appear in the top 20 search results of each entity as major opinion sites. Since users typically only
look at the first few pages of the search results, Google tends to rank all the sites deemed relevant
and important before other ‘less important’ sites. Thus, this strategy of considering sites that appear
in the top 20 search results as the major opinion sites is reasonable. All other sites found using
OpinoFetch are then regarded as long-tail sites.
Table III shows the distribution of sites (long-tail vs. major sites) found using OpinoFetch for
the 4 entities. From this, we can see that in all cases, more than 50% of the relevant review pages
are from long-tail sites. This goes to show that there are a lot of reviews that exist in a variety of
different sources than just the major opinion sites. Also, note that the number of sites containing
relevant reviews about the entities are very different even though they all are electronics. Table IV
shows example of specific sites for 2 of the 4 entities. An example page from kenrockwell.com
is http://www.kenrockwell.com/nikon/d5100.htm for the Nikon D5100 camera. Another example
is http://www.webosnation.com/review-hp-touchpad from webosnation.com for the HP Touchpad
16GB Tablet. Both these sites contain personal reviews on the corresponding products which will
be a value add when aggregated with reviews from other sources.
8.2. Time and Memory Analysis
The OpinoFetch framework is developed in Java. For all experiments we use a 2x 6-core @ 2.8GHz
machine with 64GB memory.
One key advantage of using the FetchGraph is its ability to keep most information related to the
data collection problem encapsulated within a single heterogenous network. This can range from
representing information about entities to individual terms within the data collection vocabulary.
With this, it is quite possible for the network to grow too large too fast and not fit in memory
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Entity Type Major Sites Long Tail Sites #Relevant Sites
Apple iPhone 64GB 4S 28.26% 71.74% 46
Garmin Nuvi 205 25.00% 75.00% 20
HP Touchpad Tablet 16GB 32.35% 67.65% 34
Nikon D5100 18.84% 81.16% 69
Table III: Distribution of major opinion sites vs. long tail sites. Note that all sites are unique accounting for
sub-domain differences, internationalization and any form of redundancies.
Entity Type Major Sites Long Tail Sites
Nikon D5100
target.com cameras.pricedekho.com
reviews.bestbuy.com club.dx.com
ebay.com digital-photography-school.com
costco.com kenrockwell.com
consumerreports.org nikondslrtips.com
pcmag.com photographylife.com
HP Touchpad
16G Tablet
reviews.officemax.com webosnation.com
newegg.com anandtech.com
computershopper.com pcpro.co.uk
engadget.com pocket-lint.com
expertreviews.co.uk forum.tabletpcreview.com
pcworld.co.uk winnipeg.kijiji.ca
wired.com tabletconnect.blogspot.com
Table IV: Example of major opinion sites and long tail review sites for Nikon D5100 camera and HP Touchpad
16GB Tablet.
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Fig. 5: Growth of FetchGraph with respect to number of pages collected.
for processing. In Figure 5, we can see that the FetchGraph’s growth is actually linear to number
of pages collected and this is without any code related optimization or special filters (which can
decrease overall nodes created). If we added 1 million pages to the FetchGraph and assume that
each node and edge are represented by objects of size 50 bytes (base object is 8 bytes), the resulting
FetchGraph would be approximately 20GB, which is still manageable in memory and would only
reduce in size with various optimizations.
Another advantage of using the FetchGraph is efficiency in information access. When we need
access to dependency information (e.g. in computing normalizers for Srev(pi)) or repeated access
to various statistics (e.g. page related term frequencies), it is not possible to obtain such information
easily or efficiently without a proper data structure. Due to the versatility of the FetchGraph, once a
page gets added to this information network, it becomes easy to access all sorts of information from
the network.
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+FetchGraph -FetchGraph
Srev(pi) (unnormalized) 0.085ms 8.62ms
EntityMax Normalizer 0.056ms 4.39s
Table V: Average execution time in computing Srev(pi) & EntityMax normalizer with and without the Fetch-
Graph.
Electronics (3.92 ms) Attractions (2.60 ms)
Site Srev(pi) # Ent. Site Srev(pi) # Ent.
Amazon 57.90 5/5 Yelp 41.65 4/4
Bestbuy 19.48 5/5 Tripadvisor 32.76 4/4
Ebay 20.71 5/5 Yahoo! Travel 1.92 4/4
Cnet 17.94 4/5 Rvparkreviews 14.21 2/4
Digitaltrends 5.37 2/5 Virtualtourist 6.24 2/4
Techradar 5.83 2/5 Igougo 5.06 2/4
Table VI: Snapshot of results for the query select PopularSites(10) from FectchGraph(D) order by EntityCount;
D=Electronics and D=Attractions. Srev(pi) represents the cumulative Srev(pi) score for the site.
Table V shows execution time of computing the unnormalized Srev(pi) score and execution time
for computing the EntityMax normalizer using the FetchGraph and without it (averaged across all
domains). It is clear that even to compute the unnormalized Srev(pi) it would be quite expensive
to repetitively compute and recompute these scores without any supporting data structure. This
becomes worse when we normalize the scores as seen in the time to compute the EntityMax nor-
malizer without the FetchGraph. The execution time utilizing the FetchGraph is notably lower as
the page is only loaded into memory once and all other statistics can be obtained by accessing the
FetchGraph directly. While it is feasible to use a database for some of these tasks, the FetchGraph
is an in memory data structure and thus is much faster than accessing the database especially when
large joins are expected. Also, since we can separate the data collection problem (e.g. by domain),
we only need to load the required networks into memory.
8.3. Sample Query & Results
One of the important uses of the FetchGraph is to answer application related questions. Assuming
we have a special query language to query the FetchGraph, one interesting question is: What are
the popular review sites in a given domain? This query is quite typical for business intelligence
applications that perform analysis on subsets of data. Using the FetchGraph this information can
be obtained by ranking the sites based on indegree information and cummulative per site Srev(pi)
scores which would result in popular and densely populated review sites to emerge at the top.
Table VI shows a snapshot of results requesting top 10 popular sites for the electronics and at-
tractions domain. In total, there were 77 sites for attractions and 100 for electronics (without any
duplicate elimination). First, it is obvious that the list of review websites vary greatly from domain
to domain. Then, we also see that not all sites within a given domain contain reviews for all the enti-
ties. This is intuitive as some sites may be very specific to a subset of entities (e.g. only cell phones)
or some sites may contain incomplete directory listings or product catalogs. The more striking fact
is that all this information (including score aggregation and ranking) can be obtained very quickly
from the FetchGraph (3.29 ms for electronics and 2.60 ms for attractions).
9. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a highly practical unsupervised framework for collecting online opinions
namely reviews for arbitrary entities. We leverage the capabilities of existing Web search engines
and a new general information network called the FetchGraph to efficiently discover review pages
for arbitrary entities.
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Our evaluation in three interesting domains show that we are able to collect entity specific review
pages with reasonable accuracy in an unsupervised manner without relying on large amounts of
training data or sophisticated Named Entity Recognition tools. We also show that our approach
performs significantly better than relying on just search engine results and we can achieve higher
accuracy using the dependency information from the FetchGraph. Our analysis clearly shows that
the FetchGraph supports efficient storage and lookup of complex crawl information and we also
demonstrate how the FetchGraph can be queried to answer interesting application questions.
Compared with existing approaches in topical crawling, our approach is practically oriented,
unsupervised and is domain independent, and is thus immediately usable in practice. The proposed
FetchGraph is also highly flexible and can be extended to different data collection problems such as
collecting news articles about specific topics, forum pages about specific questions and etc.
Although our experiments clearly demonstrated the effectiveness of OpinoFetch, our results also
reveal that crawling in some domains is significantly harder than others. In the future, we plan to
address these problems by combining our method with a semi-supervised learning approach. The
idea is to use our current approach to obtain training examples to automatically build a mini entity
specific classifier.
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